
Cooking with Children 

Some simple recipe ideas for getting the kids into the kitchen and engaged with 

healthy food eating. 

 

Kidspot Kitchen 

https://www.kidspot.com.au/kitchen/recipes/collections/cooking-with-kids 

Bega Bar-B-Cubes Castle  

A simple after school snack that children can prepare with some help from an adult 

(for cutting). 

 

Ingredients 

 31 piece Bega Bar-B-Cubes cheese 
 1/2 carrot (peeled) 
 1/3 cucumber 
 crackers (*to serve) 

Method 

Lay out the cheese castle. On a serving board, arrange two vertical lines of seven 
Bega Bar-B-Cubes to create the tall cheese tower. Arrange two vertical lines of four 
cheese cubes to create a smaller cheese tower, leaving a gap between the towers of 
around 6cm. Arrange three rows of three cheese cubes in the gap to join the towers 
together. Refer to the image for help on how it should look. 

Add the carrot roofs, door and clock. Cut four thin slices through the carrot 
lengthways. From three slices, cut a square, a triangle and a small circle. With the 
final slice, cut a castle ridge with three square points. Place the castle ridge on top of 
the high cheese tower and then lay the circle on top of the top four cheese cubes to 
create a clock tower. Place the square in the middle of the bottom row of cheese 
cubes to create the door. Place the triangle on top of the smaller cheese tower to 
create the steeple. 

https://www.kidspot.com.au/kitchen/recipes/collections/cooking-with-kids


 

Add the cucumber drawbridge and flag. Cut two thin slices from the cucumber 
lengthways. Place one slice underneath the door of the castle to create the 
drawbridge. With the second slice, cut a small flag and place on top of the carrot 
triangle, and cut hands of the clock and place on top of the carrot circle. 

Serve the cheese castle with crackers and fruit for a fun snack for the kids! 

 

Taste.com.au 

https://www.taste.com.au/recipes/chunky-dip/959fb6e0-8c9f-4282-86e9-
cb940d2d5cbc 

Chunky Dip Recipe  

Another great after school snack 

 

Ingredients 

 2 ripe avocados, halved, stoned, peeled, coarsely chopped  
 2 ripe tomatoes, coarsely chopped  
 1/2 red onion, coarsely chopped 
 1 red birds-eye chilli, seeded, finely chopped 
 1 tablespoon lime juice 
 Pita chips, to serve 

Method 

Combine the avocado, tomato, onion, chilli and lime juice in a small bowl. Season 

with salt and pepper. Serve immediately with pita chips, if desired. 

Note: chilli can be omitted if children do not like spicy food. 

 

 

https://www.taste.com.au/recipes/chunky-dip/959fb6e0-8c9f-4282-86e9-cb940d2d5cbc
https://www.taste.com.au/recipes/chunky-dip/959fb6e0-8c9f-4282-86e9-cb940d2d5cbc

